Quiz 5

• Quiz 5 will be held in class on Thursday, March 23. We will “go into quiz mode” at 10:20. Please remain in your seat from then until the quizzes have been collected.

• Quiz 5 covers the material in Units 9 and 10 —
  ◦ §3.2 (series),
  ◦ §3.3.1 (divergence test),
  ◦ §3.3.2 (integral test),
  ◦ §3.3.3 (comparison test)
  ◦ §3.3.4 (alternating series test)
of the CLP101 notes. See the “Syllabus” section of the course web page, which is http://www.math.ubc.ca/~gerg/teaching/101-Winter2017/index.shtml?syllabus

• You must write the quiz in your own section (the one you are officially registered in), unless you have explicit prior permission. You may not be physically present in any section other than your own during a quiz.

• You must bring your student ID to each quiz and be prepared to show it to the invigilators. You must code your student ID number, using black pen, in the boxes on the front of the quiz.

• There are no makeup quizzes. See the “Missed assessment” section of the course web page, which is http://www.math.ubc.ca/~gerg/teaching/101-Winter2017/index.shtml?missed